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a b s t r a c t
The seasonal cycle of sea ice variability in the Bering Sea, together with the thermodynamic and dynamic
processes that control it, are examined in a ﬁne resolution (1/10°) global coupled ocean/sea-ice model
conﬁgured in the Community Earth System Model (CESM) framework. The ocean/sea-ice model consists
of the Los Alamos National Laboratory Parallel Ocean Program (POP) and the Los Alamos Sea Ice Model
(CICE). The model was forced with time-varying reanalysis atmospheric forcing for the time period
1970–1989. This study focuses on the time period 1980–1989. The simulated seasonal-mean ﬁelds of
sea ice concentration strongly resemble satellite-derived observations, as quantiﬁed by root-meansquare errors and pattern correlation coefﬁcients. The sea ice energy budget reveals that the seasonal
thermodynamic ice volume changes are dominated by the surface energy ﬂux between the atmosphere
and the ice in the northern region and by heat ﬂux from the ocean to the ice along the southern ice edge,
especially on the western side. The sea ice force balance analysis shows that sea ice motion is largely
associated with wind stress. The force due to divergence of the internal ice stress tensor is large near
the land boundaries in the north, and it is small in the central and southern ice-covered region. During
winter, which dominates the annual mean, it is found that the simulated sea ice was mainly formed in
the northern Bering Sea, with the maximum ice growth rate occurring along the coast due to cold air from
northerly winds and ice motion away from the coast. South of St Lawrence Island, winds drive the model
sea ice southwestward from the north to the southwestern part of the ice-covered region. Along the ice
edge in the western Bering Sea, model sea ice is melted by warm ocean water, which is carried by the
simulated Bering Slope Current ﬂowing to the northwest, resulting in the S-shaped asymmetric ice edge.
In spring and fall, similar thermodynamic and dynamic patterns occur in the model, but with typically
smaller magnitudes and with season-speciﬁc geographical and directional differences.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The subpolar North Paciﬁc Ocean and the western Arctic basin
are connected via the semi-enclosed Bering Sea. The sea ice distribution in this marginal sea is highly seasonal and is impacted by a
vigorous mesoscale eddy ﬁeld (e.g., Johnson et al., 2004). Its waters
contain one of the most productive marine ecosystems in the world,
and consequently support a large oceanic ﬁshery for both commercial and subsistence use (e.g., Hunt et al., 2011). Hence this region is
important both climatically and economically. Understanding the
processes that control the temporal evolution of the sea ice distribution is vital to anticipating how the physical-biological system
will change in future years and decades (e.g., Wang et al., 2012).
⇑ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 858 408 5282.
E-mail address: li.linghan.li@gmail.com (L. Li).
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ocemod.2014.09.006
1463-5003/Ó 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

The dominant change in sea ice cover in the Bering Sea is associated with the seasonal cycle. A conveyor belt mechanism, with a
northern source, a southern sink, and an intermediate zone where
ice is transported southward by northerly winds, has been proposed to explain the basic north–south structure using observations alone (Muench and Ahlnas, 1976; Pease, 1980). These
satellite and in situ observations (Muench and Ahlnas, 1976;
Pease, 1980; Wang et al., 2009; Stabeno et al., 2001), however, provide a limited perspective on what controls the seasonal extent and
thickness of the ice. So numerical simulations are needed to better
understand the dynamics and thermodynamics of these variations.
Previous sea-ice modeling studies of the Bering Sea have
revealed a strong sensitivity to the types of parameterizations used
in the ice model, the structure of the background oceanic circulation, and the details of the atmospheric forcing. Bitz et al. (2005)
studied global sea ice in version 2 of the National Center for
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Atmospheric Research Community Climate System Model (NCAR
CCSM2), including thermodynamic and dynamic balances on a seasonal mean basis. They noted that in the Bering Sea, the low latitude of the ice edge is associated with small ocean heat ﬂux
convergence near the ice edge. Zhang et al. (2010), using the multicategory thickness and enthalpy distribution (TED) sea ice model
(Zhang and Rothrock, 2001) embedded in the Los Alamos National
Laboratory Parallel Ocean Program (POP), focused on interannual
sea ice variations in the Bering Sea, which they found to be dominated by wind-driven changes in ice transport and the ocean thermal front in the southern Bering Sea. Using the Regional Ocean
Modeling System (ROMS) that included a sea ice model,
Danielson et al. (2011) showed that although the simulated seasonal structure of the sea ice pattern was realistic, the spring
retreat of sea ice in the model was too slow compared to observations. Cheng et al. (2014) used the Community Earth System Model
(CESM) to examine the effects of sea ice on the upper ocean on the
shelf of the Eastern Bering Sea.
Because of the economic and climatic importance of the Bering
Sea, a detailed investigation of the processes involved in establishing the climatological seasonal distribution of sea ice is needed.
This can then form a baseline for determining the controls on the
interannual changes in sea ice (see Li et al., 2014) and those associated with global warming on long time scales.
We study the seasonal cycle of Bering Sea ice distribution in a
forced global ﬁne-resolution ocean/sea-ice simulation in the CESM
framework. The ocean/sea-ice model consists of POP and the Los
Alamos Sea Ice Model (CICE). This simulation was run with Coordinated Ocean-Ice Reference Experiment version 2 (CORE2) interannually-varying atmospheric forcing.
In the following sections, we introduce the sea ice-ocean model
(Section 2) and compare the simulated results with available satellite observations (Section 3). Next, we determine the relative
importance of the terms in the thermodynamic and dynamic equations controlling sea ice volume variability (Section 4), and we
examine the relationship between sea ice variability and atmospheric and oceanic conditions (Section 5). Lastly, we summarize
the results and discuss directions for future work (Section 6).

2. Coupled ocean/sea-ice model
We use output from a ﬁne resolution (nominally 1/10-degree)
global coupled ocean/sea-ice simulation conﬁgured in the CESM
framework (McClean et al., 2014, in preparation). The ocean and
sea ice components are the LANL POP and CICE models that are
coupled in CESM via Flux Coupler version 7 (CPL7) (Craig et al.,
2012). This simulation was conﬁgured on a tripole grid with poles
in Canada, Russia and Antarctica. Details of the global ocean
bathymetry for this tripole grid are found in McClean et al.
(2011). Fig. 1 shows the ocean model bathymetry of the Bering
Sea, as well as the regional temperature grid subsampled at ten
grid point intervals. Sea-ice variability and its causes were studied
in earlier forced coupled POP/CICE simulations conﬁgured at lower
horizontal resolution, e.g., by Ivanova et al. (2012), Prasad et al.
(2005) and Hunke et al. (2008).
POP is a z-level ocean general circulation model that solves the
three-dimensional primitive equations for ocean temperature,
salinity, and momentum (Dukowicz and Smith, 1994). It has an
implicit free surface. Partial bottom cells were used for improved
representation of ﬂow over the bottom boundary. This POP conﬁguration has 42 vertical levels whose thickness ranges from 10 m in
the uppermost level to 250 m in the deep ocean. The horizontal
resolution is around 6 km in the Bering Sea. Weak surface salinity
restoring with an effective timescale of about 4 years was used in
this simulation to limit model drift. This version of POP uses the

K-Proﬁle Parameterization (KPP) for vertical mixing. It does not
include tidal forcing.
CICE utilizes the energy-conserving thermodynamic sea ice
model of Bitz and Lipscomb (1999) to compute ice/snow growth
and melt rates. CICE has one thermodynamic snow layer and four
thermodynamic ice layers. CICE uses a subgridscale ice thickness
distribution with ﬁve ice thickness categories: 0.00–0.60 m, 0.60–
1.40 m, 1.40–2.40 m, 2.40–3.60 m, >3.60 m. For each ice thickness
category, the model calculates the ice and snow thickness changes
and vertical temperature proﬁles based on vertical radiative, turbulent, and conductive energy ﬂuxes. The model includes the effect
of brine pockets on effective speciﬁc heat capacity and thermal
conductivity due to internal melting and freezing. The salinity is
prescribed to follow a vertical proﬁle that is constant in time. CICE
uses the elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) sea ice dynamic model of
Hunke and Dukowicz (1997) to compute ice velocities. The ice
momentum equation involves 5 terms: wind stress, ocean stress,
divergence of the internal ice stress tensor, the Coriolis force, and
gravitational force due to the sea surface slope. CICE uses an incremental remapping advection scheme to transport sea ice in various
thickness categories (Lipscomb and Hunke, 2004).
This ocean/sea ice simulation was forced with CORE2 interannually-varying atmospheric forcing from 1970–1989 (Large and
Yeager, 2004, 2009). CORE2 ﬂuxes are based upon 6-hourly
(1948–2006) near-surface vector wind, speciﬁc humidity, density,
and air temperature based on National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis, daily downward radiation (1984–
2006) from International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project
(ISCCP) data (Zhang et al., 2004), and monthly precipitation
(1979–2006) from a combination of satellite observations. Climatological mean annual cycles are used for all radiation ﬂuxes
(1948–1983) and precipitation (1948–1978) before the satellite
observing periods. Some data sets are adjusted using observations.
Over the Arctic cap north of 70°N, 12 monthly adjustments are
made to the surface air temperature based on the polar exchange
at the sea surface (POLES) data (Rigor et al., 2000). Adjustments
are also made to the NCEP vector winds using QSCAT satellite
scatterometer wind vectors. Turbulent ﬂuxes are obtained using
bulk formulae, the near surface NCEP atmospheric state, and
upper-level model temperature and velocity (Large and Yeager,
2004, 2009; Grifﬁes et al., 2009, 2012). CORE2 is on a T62 grid with
a horizontal resolution of 100 km (east–west) and 200 km
(north–south) in the Bering Sea. This CORE2 forcing was also used
by Danielson et al. (2011) to drive Bering Sea simulations using
ROMS (Haidvogel et al., 2008).
This simulation was integrated for years 1970–2009. At the
time of our analyses the model had only been run through 1989.
Hence, we present results from 1980–1989 as the ﬁrst 10 years
(1970–1979) were treated as a spin-up period. The sea-ice was initialized using uniform 2 m thick ice delineated by an ice edge that
was chosen to be consistent with the location of the climatological
15% sea ice concentration contour from the Special Sensor Microwave Imager (SSM/I) data for January. The ocean was initialized
from rest using potential temperature and salinity from the World
Hydrographic Program Special Analysis Center (WHP SAC) climatology (Gouretski and Koltermann, 2004). See McClean et al.
(2014) for further details.
The model saves monthly-mean variables along with accumulated terms in the thermodynamic and dynamic balances (e.g.,
ice volume tendency terms due to thermodynamics and dynamics).
The primary equation of interest is the equation partitioning the
ice volume tendency @V
(partial time derivative of ice volume) into
@t
two components:

@V @V T @V D
¼
þ
@t
@t
@t

ð1Þ
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Fig. 1. Bathymetry of the Bering Sea (contours) and the model temperature grid points (white dots) subsampled every 10 points. The bathymetry is from the POP–CICE model
ocean depth at temperature grid points. The 2 black boxes show study areas for Figs. 8 and 11. Locations of places mentioned in the text are indicated.


where the ﬁrst term @V@tT on the right-hand side is the ice volume

tendency due to thermodynamics, and the second term @V@tD on
the right-hand side is the ice volume tendency due to dynamics.
The dynamic component of the ice volume tendency is determined
by the convergence of the product of ice velocity and ice volume

@V D
¼ r  ð~
uVÞ
@t

ð2Þ

where ~
u is ice velocity.
The thermodynamic component of the ice volume tendency can
be further separated into the growth rate and the melt rate

@V T
¼GþM
@t

ð3Þ

where G is the growth rate, representing a sum of congelation ice
growth, frazil ice growth, and snow-ice formation, and M is the melt
rate, representing a sum of basal melt, lateral melt, and surface
melt. Here the melt rate M is negative, meaning it contributes to
ice volume decrease. Basal melt and congelation ice growth are
determined by the difference between the net heat ﬂux from
the ocean to the ice and the conductive heat ﬂux at the bottom
surface of the ice. Surface melt is determined by the difference
between the net energy ﬂux from the atmosphere to the ice and
the conductive heat ﬂux from the top ice surface to the ice interior.
The melt rate is broken up into the basal and lateral melt rate
and the surface melt rate

M ¼ MBL þ MS

ð4Þ

where MBL is the sum of basal and lateral melt rates, MS is the
surface melt rate, and both terms are negative.
3. Comparison with observations
We ﬁrst consider how well the model captures the regional
variability of the spatial extent of sea ice during the time period

of the run, 1980–1989. We obtained observed ice concentration
(i.e., fractional sea ice cover), which varies from 0 to 1, from
satellite passive microwave data on a nominally 25 km grid. We
used Bootstrap Sea Ice Concentrations from Nimbus-7 SMMR
and DMSP SSM/I-SSMIS, which is publicly available at National
Snow & Ice Data Center (Comiso, 2000). This dataset has an error
of approximately 5–10% that varies with season, and the error is
larger for thin ice and ice undergoing surface melting, especially
near the ice edge. Here we follow the standard convention of
deﬁning the ‘‘ice edge’’ as the 15% ice concentration contour line.
‘‘Ice area’’ is deﬁned as the sum of ice concentration multiplied
by the grid cell area for grid cells where ice concentration is at
least 15%, considering only the Bering Sea region (south of the
Bering Strait, north of Aleutian Islands, and bounded by land in
the east and the west).
Fig. 2a shows the monthly-mean sea ice area in the Bering Sea
for both model and observations during the 1980–1989 time period. The model tracks the observed seasonal evolution of sea ice
rather closely and captures many aspects of the interannual variability as well. A bias exists, however, in that the model tends to
have too little ice in cold months. The ROMS model simulation of
Danielson et al. (2011), similarly forced with CORE2, also had a bias
towards too low ice area. Ivanova et al. (2012), in contrast, simulated a winter-mean ice distribution during 1990–2002 in POP–
CICE (nominal 0.4° grid and forced with NCEP/NCAR forcing) that
had larger concentrations than NASATEAM SSM/I satellite observations in the Bering Sea, as shown in their Fig. 3.
Fig. 2b shows the 10-year climatological seasonal cycle of the
ice area in the Bering Sea from the model and observations. The
model tracks the observed seasonal cycle well and reproduces
the rapid retreat of sea ice in spring. However it shows a low bias
in fall, winter and early spring (6–20% from December to April).
Although the model sea ice retreat is slightly slower than observations, it appears to retreat more rapidly than ROMS, based on the
similar plot seen in Fig. 11 of Danielson et al. (2011).
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Fig. 2. (a) Total ice area in the Bering Sea for POP–CICE model (red) and satellite passive microwave observations (blue) for each month (circles) during 1980–1989. Total ice
area is computed as the sum of the ice area in each grid box with ice concentration greater than 15%. (b) Monthly-mean seasonal cycle of total ice area for the model (red) and
observations (blue). (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 3. Ice concentrations from the POP–CICE model (top a–d), Bootstrap satellite passive microwave observations (middle e–h), and the difference between model and
observation (bottom i–l). Seasonal means during 1980–1989 for fall (October–December), winter (January–March), spring (April–June), and summer (July–September) are
shown from left to right.

The model underestimation of the Bering Sea ice area may be
associated with the lack of tidal effects in the POP–CICE model,
which could be important over the shallow Bering continental shelf.
Zhang et al. (2010) show that the difference in model sea ice thickness with and without tides is up to 0.1 m, or 15%, in the centraleastern Bering Sea. Hermann et al. (2002) show the tidal dynamics

can promote vertical mixing and account for a large percentage of
total kinetic energy of ocean currents in the southeastern Bering
Sea. Auad and Miller (2008) show that tidal forcing might slow
down the mean ﬂow due to the horizontal gradient of tidal mixing.
It is also likely that uncertainty in the atmospheric forcing, especially radiative forcing, at high latitudes could cause this model bias.
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We next address the seasonal mean structures of sea ice in
the model compared with observations. We deﬁne winter as
January–March, spring as April–June, summer as July–September,
and fall as October–December. Fig. 3 shows the seasonal means
(fall, winter, spring, and summer) of ice concentration for
1980–1989 from the model (a–d) and satellite observations
(e–h), as well as the difference between the two (i–l). In winter
(Fig. 3b, f, and j), the spatial structure of model ice concentration
appears to be very similar to the observed ice concentration,
except near the eastern coastal region and the Kamchatka coastal
region where the model has too little ice. In fall (Fig. 3a, e, and i),
there is a substantial low bias of ice in Norton Sound and along
the eastern coast and a high bias in the Gulf of Anadyr. In spring
(Fig. 3c, g, and k), the model simulates too much ice in the Gulf of
Anadyr and too large an ice concentration maximum in the
central Bering region. The model also produces less ice near
much of the coast than is evident in the observations. In these
coastal areas, the model simulates small-scale polynya-like
features, which may not be accurately captured by the lowerresolution satellite observations (25 km) due to land-to-ocean
spillover effects (Parkinson et al., 1987; Maslanik et al., 1996).
In summer, no ice is observed in Fig. 3h, but the model
contains some small regions with some ice near the coast of
the Gulf of Anadyr in Fig. 3d (discernible on close inspection of
Fig. 3d).
We quantify the model-data mismatch by computing several
statistics: Total ice area with ice concentration greater than 15%,
mean ice concentration for areas with greater than 15% concentration, root-mean-square (RMS) ice concentration error, and spatial
pattern correlation for areas where both model and observations
contain non-zero ice concentration. These results are presented
in Table 1. Simulated ice area has a low bias in fall (25% less ice
than observations) and winter (15% less). The model simulates
slightly too much ice in summer, when essentially no ice is
observed in the Bering Sea (although satellite-derived observations
may fail to detect very low ice concentrations due to factors including the ﬁltering of weather effects). In terms of mean ice concentration of the ice-covered area, the model value is very similar to
observations for fall, winter, and spring. The normalized RMS error
of ice concentration is small in winter (0.16) and spring (0.22) but
moderately large in fall (0.43). The spatial pattern correlation is
very high in winter (0.97) and spring (0.94) and only slight weaker
in fall (0.81). Statistics in summer are poorly deﬁned due to only
limited spotty regions of observed ice.
Overall, these results suggest that this POP–CICE simulation
captures the main observed spatial patterns and magnitudes of
ice coverage and concentration in the Bering Sea. Since these
results attest to the realism of the simulated sea ice, we therefore
consider this simulation a suitable tool to study the model processes that control the temporal and spatial structures in the seasonal evolution of sea ice in this region.

4. Thermodynamic and dynamic balances
We next consider the thermodynamic and dynamic balances
controlling the climatological seasonal cycle of sea ice in the Bering
Sea. Figs. 4–7 show, for each season, the key terms affecting the ice
volume tendency ð@V
, Figs. 4–7a). Since this term is nearly zero for
@t
the annual mean and since the balances in winter tend to dominate
the annual mean, we do not plot the annual mean results. The
other panels in each ﬁgure correspond to the ice volume tendency
due to dynamics (@V@tD , Figs. 4–7b), the ice volume tendency due to
T
thermodynamics (@V
, Figs. 4–7c), the ice growth rate (G, Figs. 4–
@t
7d), the basal plus lateral melt rate (MBL, Figs. 4–7e), and the surface melt rate (MS, Figs. 4–7f). The thermodynamic ice volume ten
dency @V@tT is the ice volume change due to ice growth (including
congelation ice growth, frazil ice growth, and snow ice formation)
and ice melt at the bottom, surface, and lateral sides of sea ice, and
positive/negative values mean ice volume increase/decrease due to

thermodynamic processes. The dynamic ice volume tendency @V@tD
is the ice volume change due to ice motion, and positive/negative
values mean ice volume increase/decrease resulting from ice trans
port into/out of a certain area. The net ice volume tendency @V
is
@t

the sum of thermodynamic ice volume tendency @V@tT and dynamic

ice volume tendency @V@tD .
In the fall (Fig. 4), ice forms primarily in the open-ocean region
of the northeastern Bering Sea between St Lawrence Island and
Norton Sound and along the coastal region (Fig. 4d) to the northwest of Cape Navarin, yielding an S-shaped ice edge. The ice volume tendency is positive over the entire region containing ice as
shown in Fig. 4a. Although ice growth (Fig. 4d) dominates the thermodynamic tendency (Fig. 4c), some signiﬁcant basal/lateral melting occurs near the coast of the Gulf of Anadyr (Fig. 4e). We use a
convention whereby ice melt is assigned negative values here
rather than the positive values it has in the model simulation to
simplify our interpretation of the ice volume tendency terms. Surface melting is very weak at this time (Fig. 4f), as it is in all seasons.
The dynamic ice volume tendency shown in Fig. 4b implies a transport of ice from the coastal regions of the northern Bering Sea to
build up the sea ice southwestward of St Lawrence Island and in
the Gulf of Anadyr, where some open-ocean melting also occurs
in Fig. 4e.
In winter (Fig. 5), when sea ice reaches its maximum extent,
strong ice growth rates occur near all the northern Bering Sea
coastal regions, including southeastward into the northern Bristol
Bay (Fig. 5d). Growth rates are also high in open oceans ranging
diagonally from the northwest to the southeast across the northern
Bering Sea (Fig. 5d). As shown in Fig. 5b, dynamical export of ice
occurs over much of that same growth region, moving the ice into
the warmer waters southwest of the marginal ice zones where signiﬁcant basal/lateral melting occurs (Fig. 5e). In Fig. 5a, two hot
spots of ice volume increase occur due to the blockage of transport

Table 1
Model-observation comparison of seasonal mean values.

5

2

Model ice area (10 km )
Obs ice area (105 km2)
Model mean ice conc
Obs mean ice conc
Rms error ice conc
Correlation ice conc

Fall

Winter

Spring

Summer

0.77
1.0
0.44
0.42
0.43 (0.43)
0.81 (0.85)

4.7
5.5
0.78
0.76
0.16 (0.16)
0.97 (0.98)

2.5
2.6
0.55
0.51
0.22 (0.22)
0.94 (0.96)

0.0076
0.00007
0.26
0.06
4.9 (30)
0.26 (0.03)

Ice area and mean concentration (i.e., ice area divided by ice extent) are computed using only grid boxes with ice concentration greater than 15%. The rms error between the
model and the observations (which is normalized by the rms of the observations) and correlation between the model and the observations are computed over the area where
both the model and the observations have ice concentration greater than 0; values computed over the area where either the model or the observations has ice concentration
greater than 0 are given in parentheses.
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Fig. 4. (a) Fall ice volume tendency (sum of dynamic tendency and thermodynamic tendency, @V
), (b) dynamic tendency (@V@tD ), and (c) thermodynamic tendency (sum of basal
@t
melt rate, lateral melt rate, and surface melt rate, @V@tT ), (d) ice growth rate G (sum of frazil ice growth, congelation ice growth, and snow ice formation), (e) basal plus lateral
melt rate MBL, and (f) surface melt rate MS. Note that melt rates in (e) and (f) are depicted as negative values. White lines represent contours of 15%, 50%, and 85% ice
concentration. Volume is normalized by the grid cell area, giving units of thickness (cm) for each panel.
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Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4 but for winter.
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Fig. 6. As in Fig. 4 but for spring.
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Fig. 7. As in Fig. 4 but for summer.

by land, one northeast of St Lawrence Island and one in the southwestern Gulf of Anadyr, and consequently ice thickness reaches a
maximum there Fig. 11f. In the coastal polynya regions of the
northern Bering Sea, the thermodynamic ice growth in Fig. 5c

and dynamical ice export in Fig. 5b are very nearly in balance. In
the central Bering Sea near the ice edge, signiﬁcant ice volume
increase still occurs (Fig. 5a), with more ice volume being transported in Fig. 5b than is melted (Fig. 5c).
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In spring (Fig. 6), as the ice retreats, the volume tendency is negative everywhere as the ice cover decreases, as shown in Fig. 6a.
Although the growth rate is still positive in the higher latitude region
(Fig. 6d), the basal/lateral melt rate (Fig. 6e) is high, especially in the
southwestern Bering. The net thermodynamic tendency (Fig. 6c)
indicates a loss of ice everywhere except in small coastal and island
regions in the northern Bering Sea. Strong ice transport out of the
northern Bering Sea (Fig. 6b) dominates the weak ice growth
(Fig. 6c), causing the net ice volume to decrease (Fig. 6a). Although
ice is transported into the southwest near the ice edge (Fig. 6b), local
melting dominates (Fig. 6e). Some relatively small surface melting
occurs in the northwestern Gulf of Anadyr (Fig. 6f).
In summer (Fig. 7), there is only a small amount of ice with 5%
concentration along the coast of the Gulf of Anadyr. The little
remaining ice in this region decreases (Fig. 7a) due to basal/lateral
melt effects (Fig. 7e) along with weak surface melting (Fig. 7f) and
dynamical transport (Fig. 7b) as it breaks apart.
Note that the surface melt term is very small in all seasons in
the Bering Sea (Figs. 4–7f). Issues associated with the CICE treatment of melt ponds on sea ice are therefore not expected to be relevant in this region.
This analysis of ice volume tendencies reveals large differences
for the northern region, which is dominated by ice growth and ice
outﬂow in winter, compared with the southern region, which is
dominated by melting and ice inﬂow. To display the seasonal evolution of this basic structure, spatial averages of the tendency
terms were computed for two boxes (Fig. 1), one in the northern
ice growth region (a 90  60 km box centered at 63.76°N,
173.01°W) and one in the southern ice melt region (a
127  100 km box centered at 60.89°N, 178.31°W), for each month
of the year (Fig. 8). Ice growth dominates the thermodynamic tendency in the northern box from December to April, after which
basal/lateral melting becomes the most signiﬁcant term until summer when both tendencies are effectively zero. Ice transport out of
the northern box gives a strongly negative contribution and keeps
the ice volume tendency close to zero, though slightly positive,

throughout the winter months. In the southern box, the reverse
happens in winter months. A strong dynamic inﬂux of ice occurs
from February through May, with a maximum in March, while substantial bottom melting nearly balances that input, resulting in a
weak positive net ice volume tendency in winter and a weak negative value in spring. From May through July, when the ice edge
moves near the northern box, the average in the northern box
behaves like an attenuated version of the southern box.
Next we consider the total ice volume tendency summed over all
the grid cells in the Bering Sea, which represents the time rate of
change of total ice volume in the Bering Sea. Monthly climatological
rates are shown in Fig. 9. The time rate of change of total ice volume
becomes positive from November and reaches its annual maximum
value in January. During February and March, the rate is still positive
but lower than the January maximum. It becomes negative in April
and the ice volume loss is greatest in May. The seasonal cycle of
the total ice volume tendency is dominated by the thermodynamic
tendency. The contribution of the dynamic tendency is relatively
small. This dynamic tendency is positive only in November, is negative from December to July, and it attains its most negative value in
April. During the winter months (December–March), the dynamic
tendency and thermodynamic tendency have opposite signs; hence
the dynamic tendency reduces the gains by the thermodynamic tendency. During spring (April–July) and fall (November) months, the
dynamic tendency and thermodynamic tendency have the same
sign, producing enhanced losses of ice in the spring and enhanced
gains of ice in the fall.

5. Relationship between sea ice variability and atmospheric and
oceanic conditions
5.1. Covariability of ice with atmosphere–ocean ﬁelds
While the terms in the ice volume tendency equation give us a
picture of the overall processes at work in creating, transporting,

Fig. 8. Monthly climatology of the thermodynamic, dynamic, and total ice volume tendencies averaged over each of the 2 boxes (shown in Fig. 1) in the key growth (north)
and melt (south) regions.
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Fig. 9. Monthly climatology of the thermodynamic, dynamic, and total ice volume tendencies summed over all the grid cells in the Bering Sea.

and melting ice, they do not clearly differentiate between the various driving factors in the atmospheric and oceanic system. For
example, although ice is transported laterally from the north to
the south in winter, the transport could be due to wind forcing
or to advection by ocean currents. In this section, we address the
relationship between ice variables and large-scale and regionalscale patterns in the winds, surface air temperature, ocean currents, and sea surface temperature.
The major ocean currents in the Bering Sea are shown in Fig. 2
of Stabeno et al. (1999). The Alaskan Stream ﬂows westward along
the southern side of the Aleutian Islands. In the western basin
(168°–172°E), a portion of this current enters the Bering Sea
through the Amchitka and Amukta Passes, and then it ﬂows eastward along the northern side of the Aleutian Islands as the Aleutian
North Slope Current (ANSC). The ANSC feeds the Bering Slope Current (BSC) that ﬂows cyclonically around the Bering basin: the BSC
ﬂows northwestward along the shelf break until it reaches the
mid-basin where it veers away from the slope forming a broad
weak westward ﬂow that intensiﬁes again on arriving at the coast
where it forms the southward ﬂowing Kamchatka Current. The
Anadyr Current ﬂows northward along the northwest sector of
the Bering Sea. Finally, waters transported by the Anadyr Current
in the western basin, the Alaska Coastal Current in the east, and
mid-basin Bering Shelf Waters ﬂow through the Bering Strait into
the Arctic Ocean (Stabeno et al., 1999).
In the fall season, northwestward ocean ﬂow along the Bering
shelf break causes the sea surface temperature (SST) to be warmer
in the northwestern shelf region than in the northeast, as shown in
Fig. 10i. As cold northerly winds blow (Fig. 10a), ice forms most
actively along the northern coastal regions of the Bering Sea. Ice
also forms over the eastern, cooler part of the asymmetric SST pattern in the open ocean region of the northeastern shelf (Fig. 10i).
From there, ice is transported southwestward (Fig. 10e) by the very
strong northeasterly winds (Fig. 10a) to the warmer SST region,
where ice melts (Fig. 10i). This creates a very broad marginal ice
zone (Fig. 3a), in contrast to winter conditions where the transition
is sharp near the ice edge (Fig. 3b).
In the winter season, the ice typically moves southwestward,
and maximum velocities occur along the western ice edge
(Fig. 10f). The wind ﬁeld in winter (Fig. 10b) over the ice-covered
Bering Sea exhibits strong northeasterly ﬂow, which is consistent
with wind-forced transport of the ice with a small rotation angle

to the right. The wind strength is somewhat greater towards the
western Bering ice-covered area (Fig. 10b), which renders the surface wind stress on the ice (not shown) greater there than in the
east. The net result is transport of ice from the northern region,
where it is generated locally mostly by coastal polynyas opened
by the northerly winds, to the southwestern ice-covered area,
where it is melted along the ice edge. The stress of the ocean on
the ice (not shown) is slightly weaker than the wind stress on
the ice and acts in the opposite direction. This, combined with
the ocean currents tending to ﬂow westward under the ice-covered
central region (Fig. 10j), implies weak effects of large-scale oceanic
advection of ice in this season.
Ocean currents do appear to play a substantial role in creating
the asymmetry in the ice edge during winter, when the ice edge
penetrates further southward in the east than in the west. As
shown in Fig. 10j, the Bering Slope Current carries warmer surface
water from the southeastern Bering region to the western edge of
the ice-covered area where melting occurs at higher latitudes than
in the east (Fig. 5e). Ocean-ice heat ﬂux in winter (not shown)
reveals strong warming of ice along the western ice edge, which
results in the large basal ice melting seen in Fig. 5e. The melting
in this region occurs under the ice far from the ice edge, possibly
due to the lateral mixing effects of only partially resolved energetic
oceanic eddies that occur along the Bering Slope Current in the
model as well as in the real world (e.g., Johnson et al., 2004). This
is in contrast to the eastern ice edge, where basal melting is strongest very close to the ice edge.
Air temperature (Fig. 10b) correlates well with ice concentration (the black line is the 15% ice concentration contour). Atmosphere-ice energy ﬂux in winter (not shown) reveals substantial
cooling in the northern Bering Sea near the coastal regions, where
ice tends to be thinner than further offshore (Fig. 10f). This is consistent with the idea that coastal polynyas form there due to the
southward ice transport by the model northerly wind (Fig. 10b
and f). The largest growth rates occur along the northern coastal
regions as seen in Fig. 5d, probably associated with the fact that
the thinner ice around the coastal polynyas grows faster (due to
the conductive heat ﬂux being approximately inversely related to
the ice thickness).
In spring, sea ice volume decreases throughout the ice-covered
region. Ice is still produced in the north, where the air temperature
(a speciﬁed forcing) is consistently less than 0 °C (Fig. 10c). As
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Fig. 10. Seasonal mean of (top a–d) atmospheric wind and temperature, (middle e–h) ice velocity and thickness, and (bottom i–l) ocean surface velocity and temperature for
(left to right) fall, winter, spring and summer. The 15% ice concentration contour is shown in black.

shown in Fig. 10g, north of St Lawrence Island, ice is transported
northward through the Bering Strait into the Arctic, likely by the
inﬂuence of the ocean stress induced by the Anadyr Current
(Fig. 10k). In the broader regions south of St Lawrence Island, ice
moves westward (Fig. 10g) following the combined effects of weak
northeasterly winds (Fig. 10c) and the northwestward ocean currents (Fig. 10k). Along the western parts of the ice edge, very strong
basal and lateral melt driven by strong ice-ocean heat ﬂuxes consumes ice transported into the region. From there, the Bering Slope
Current carries ice towards the coast, where the Kamchatka Current transports the ice across Shirshov Ridge and along the coast
of the Kamchatka Peninsula (Fig. 10g and k). Along the eastern
edge of the Bering Shelf, there is less ice near the coast (Fig. 10g)
associated with warmer air temperatures (Fig. 10c).
In summer, there is almost no ice in the Bering Sea. Only a very
small amount of ice exists along the coast of the Gulf of Anadyr
(Fig. 3d). Basal/lateral melt from the warm ocean surface
(Fig. 10l) and weak surface melt from warm air (Fig. 10d) occur
there. Ice moves northeastward through the Anadyr Strait and Bering Strait (Fig. 10h) following the ocean currents (Fig. 10l).

5.2. Local forcing of sea ice variability
Now we consider the local forcing of the seasonal cycle of ice
volume changes for one site in the northern ice growth region
and one site in the southern ice melt region in Section 4 (the two
sites are marked on Fig. 1).
First, we consider thermal forcings: the surface energy ﬂux
between the atmosphere and the ice, as well as the oceanic heat
ﬂux between the ocean and the ice. Energy ﬂux into the ice is indicated by positive values. As shown in Fig. 11, in the north, the seasonal cycle of the surface energy ﬂux corresponds closely with the
thermodynamic tendency (Figs. 8 and 11); in the south, the oceanic
heat ﬂux climatology coincides with the thermodynamic ice volume tendency (Figs. 8 and 11). Second, we consider the mechanical
forcing: wind stress and ocean stress. The wind stress broadly

agrees with the seasonal dynamic ice volume tendency (Figs. 8
and 11).
Overall, on a seasonal basis, the thermodynamic ice volume
change in the north is dominated by ice growth, which is driven
by surface energy ﬂux between the ice and the atmosphere; along
the southern ice edge, the thermodynamic ice volume change is
mainly due to basal melt driven by the ocean heat ﬂux into ice.
The dynamic ice transport is largely associated with wind stress.
5.3. Sea ice energy budget
We also examine the seasonal-mean energy budget for sea ice.
Net surface energy ﬂux between the ice and the atmosphere is the
sum of net shortwave radiation, net longwave radiation, latent
heat ﬂux, and sensible heat ﬂux. Latent heat ﬂux is the ﬂux
between the sea ice cover and the atmosphere that is associated
with sublimation of snow or snow-free ice at the surface and deposition of vapor from the atmosphere at the surface as snow or ice.
Sensible heat ﬂux is the ﬂux associated with the difference
between near-surface air temperature and the surface temperature
of snow or snow-free ice. Oceanic heat ﬂux is associated with the
difference between temperature of the ocean below the ice and
the salinity-dependent freezing temperature.
As shown in Fig. 12a, the climatological winter-mean net surface energy ﬂux is large in the northern Bering Sea, with the largest
heat loss from the ice to the atmosphere occurring in the coastal
regions. As shown in Fig. 12d, the heat ﬂux from the ocean to the
ice dominates the southwestern ice cover, with the largest values
occurring along the western ice edge due to the warm Bering Slope
Current that ﬂows from the southeast into this region. Among the
components of the net surface energy ﬂux, sensible heat ﬂux and
net longwave radiation are large, while the net shortwave radiation and latent heat ﬂux are insigniﬁcant. Sensible heat ﬂux is large
in coastal regions, and hence is largely responsible for the colocated extremum in the net surface energy ﬂux (Fig. 12f). Net
longwave radiation contributes to the net surface energy ﬂux on
an overall basin scale (Fig. 12e). In spring, the ocean heat ﬂux acts
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Fig. 11. Monthly climatology of surface and ocean energy ﬂux and wind stress on
ice averaged over each of the 2 boxes (shown in Fig. 1) in the key growth (north)
and melt (south) regions.

over a large area especially in the western ice-covered area
(Fig. 12j). The net surface energy ﬂux is weak in the north
(Fig. 12g) as a result of relatively strong net shortwave heating
(Fig. 12h) and net longwave cooling (Fig. 12k), weak sensible heat
warming in the south and cooling in the north (Fig. 12l), and very
weak latent heat warming (Fig. 12i).
5.4. Sea ice force balance
In this section we quantify the sea ice force balance in the Bering Sea to understand how the dominant balance changes between
winter and spring. The momentum equation per unit area of sea ice
consists of ﬁve terms: wind stress, ocean stress, divergence of the
internal ice stress tensor, the Coriolis force, and gravitational force
due to the sea surface slope. It is

m

@~
u
¼~
sa þ ~
sw þ r  r  k^  mf ~
u  mgOHo
@t

ð5Þ

where m is the combined mass of ice and snow per unit area, u is
the ice velocity, ~
sa is the wind stress on the ice, ~
sw is the ocean
stress on the ice, r  r is the divergence of the internal ice stress
^  mf ~
tensor, k
u is the Coriolis force, and mgOHo is the gravitational force due to the sea surface slope with sea surface height
H0 relative to the geoid. Monthly-mean wind stress on the ice,
ocean stress on the ice, divergence of the internal ice stress tensor,
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and Coriolis force terms are archived in the model output. We
reconstruct the gravitational force due to the sea surface slope
based on model outputs of sea surface height, ice thickness, and
snow thickness.
The magnitudes of wind stress on the ice, ocean stress on the
ice, the Coriolis force, divergence of the internal ice stress tensor,
gravitational force due to sea surface slope, and their sum in winter and spring are compared in Figs. 13 and 14a–f, respectively. In
winter, the wind stress and the ocean stress are large and have
similar magnitudes and spatial distribution; the ocean stress is
slightly weaker than the wind stress, especially near the coasts,
as shown in Fig. 13a and b. The divergence of the internal ice
stress tensor (Fig. 13d) is large in the southern part of the Gulf
of Anadyr and north of St Laurence Island, and it is small in the
central and southern ice-covered area. The Coriolis force
(Fig. 13c) and the gravitational force due to the sea surface slope
(Fig. 13e) are the smallest among these terms, but the gravitational force due to the sea surface slope is signiﬁcant in some
local regions near land, e.g., near the Bering Strait (Fig. 13e).
These ﬁve terms balance with nearly zero net force everywhere
in the Bering Sea (Fig. 13f), indicating a force equilibrium where
ice acceleration is relatively small on the seasonal-mean timescale. In spring, wind stress and ocean stress are much smaller
than in winter, and they attain their maximum values in the western ice-covered area, as shown in Fig. 14a and b. The ocean
stress is generally weaker than the wind stress. The divergence
of the internal ice stress tensor (Fig. 14d) is largely reduced,
and is only important in the southern Gulf of Anadyr, immediately north of St Lawrence Island and near the Bering Strait,
where its magnitude is similar to the magnitude of the wind
stress. The Coriolis force (Fig. 14c) and the gravitational force
due to sea surface slope (Fig. 14e) are weak. The sea ice is in
nearly equilibrium force balance in spring (Fig. 14f).
Since the largest two force terms (wind and ocean stresses) are
nearly counterbalancing each other (not shown), it is useful to
examine the residual sum of these two terms in relation to the
other (smaller) force terms. In Figs. 13 and 14g–j, we compare this
residual sum to the divergence of the internal ice stress tensor, the
Coriolis force, and the gravitational force due to sea surface slope
for winter and spring climatological means. The winter residual
sum (Fig. 13g) has a magnitude and spatial distribution that are
similar to the divergence of the internal ice stress tensor
(Fig. 13i). Near the southern part of the Gulf of Anadyr and north
of St Laurence Island, these two terms are large (Fig. 13g and i).
In the southern and central ice-covered area, the Coriolis force
(Fig. 13h) is small, but it is comparable with divergence of the
internal ice stress tensor (Fig. 13i) and the residual sum
(Fig. 13g). In spring, the divergence of the internal ice stress tensor
(Fig. 14i) and the residual sum (Fig. 14g) are similar to winter but
weaker. In the southern and central ice-covered area, the divergence of the internal ice stress tensor (Fig. 14i), the residual sum
(Fig. 14g), and the Coriolis force (Fig. 14h) all have similar
magnitudes.
In summary, the wind stress is the largest force term, and the
ocean stress is the second largest. These two terms have similar
magnitudes and spatial distributions. The divergence of the internal ice stress tensor can be important at some local spots near
the land boundaries in the north, but it is small in the central
and southern ice-covered region. The sum of wind stress and ocean
stress has a similar magnitude and spatial distribution to the divergence of the internal ice stress tensor. The Coriolis force and the
gravitational force due to sea surface slope are small, but along
the ice edge the Coriolis force has a magnitude close to the divergence of the internal ice stress tensor and the sum of wind stress
and ocean stress. The sum of these ﬁve force terms is nearly zero,
producing nearly zero ice acceleration.
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Fig. 12. (a) Winter net surface energy ﬂux, (b) winter net shortwave radiation, (c) winter latent heat ﬂux, (d) winter ocean heat ﬂux, (e) winter net longwave radiation, (f)
winter sensible heat ﬂux, (g) spring net surface energy ﬂux, (h) spring net shortwave radiation, (i) spring latent heat ﬂux, (j) spring ocean heat ﬂux, (k) spring net longwave
radiation, (l) spring sensible heat ﬂux. Positive values indicate downward energy ﬂux. Note that the subtle checkered patterns in the atmospheric forcing ﬁelds are expected
to be associated with regridding from the CORE2 grid to the model grid.

6. Summary and discussion
We evaluated the skill and the relevant dynamic and thermodynamic balances for the mean seasonal cycle of sea ice in the Bering
Sea during 1980–1989 in a 1/10-degree POP–CICE simulation. We
found close agreement between the simulated and observed sea
ice concentration in each season, except for a relatively small bias
towards less ice than observed. Since winter is the season with the
greatest amount of sea ice, and since the annual-mean structure is
most similar to that of winter, we present a schematic broad-scale
depiction of the dominant processes controlling the Bering Sea ice
structure in wintertime in Fig. 15.
This schematic indicates how ice is created, transported, and
melted in winter. In the northern Bering Sea, the northeasterly
wind brings cold air, which freezes the ocean surface, causing ice
to grow there. The wind also opens coastal polynyas where the
ice growth rate attains its maximum values. South of St Lawrence
Island, wind stress drives ice to move southwestward, so that ice is
transported from the north to the southwestern ice-covered area

(Pease, 1980; McNutt, 1981a,b). Along the southern ice edge, especially in the west, ice is melted by warm ocean water. These warm
waters are carried by the Bering Slope Current that is ﬂowing
northwestward, resulting in an S-shaped asymmetric ice edge. This
general picture is consistent with a conveyor belt with a northern
source, a southern sink, and an intermediate zone where ice is
transported southward by northerly winds (Muench and Ahlnas,
1976; Pease, 1980).
We also examined what drives the seasonal cycle of sea ice in
the Bering Sea, including the energy budget and the force balance
for sea ice. Seasonal thermodynamic ice volume changes are dominated by the surface energy ﬂux between the atmosphere and the
ice in the north and by the heat ﬂux from the ocean to the ice along
the southern ice edge, especially on the western side. Sea ice
motion is largely associated with wind stress. Divergence of the
internal ice stress tensor is large near the land boundaries in the
north, and it is small in the central and southern ice-covered area.
The dynamic ice transport acts in opposition to the thermodynamic ice volume tendency locally throughout the ice-covered
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Fig. 13. Winter magnitudes of (a) wind stress on ice, (b) ocean stress on ice, (c) the Coriolis force, (d) divergence of the internal ice stress tensor, (e) gravitational force due to
sea surface slope, and (f) net force; panels (a–f) are all plotted with the same color range. Winter magnitudes of (g) the sum of wind stress and ocean stress, (h) the Coriolis
force, (i) divergence of the internal ice stress tensor, and (j) gravitational force due to sea surface slope; panels (g–j) are all plotted with the same color range. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

months (Fig. 8). As shown in the monthly climatology plot in Fig. 8,
the dynamic ice volume tendency and thermodynamic ice volume
tendency are opposite to each other with similar magnitudes, leaving a small residual net ice volume tendency, both in the northern
growth region and in the southwestern melt region. Yet dynamic
ice transport also plays a role in enhancing the thermodynamic
growth in the northern region in winter as ice is transported out
of the region where it is formed, which promotes further
ice growth there. Likewise, ice is dynamically transported into
the warmer southern region where it is melted, so that more ice

transport contributes to a larger ice melt rate near the ice edge.
In winter, the process of ice growth, transport, and melt reaches
its maximum when the strong northeasterly winds drive the strongest southwestward ice transport. However, integrated over the
entire Bering Sea, the seasonal cycle of the total ice volume tendency is dominated by the thermodynamic tendency, and the contribution of the dynamic tendency is relatively small, as shown in
Fig. 9. Note that the dynamic ice volume tendency integrated over
the Bering Sea is equal to the ice transport through the boundary
(mainly through the Bering Strait).
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Fig. 14. As in Fig. 13 but for spring.

The thermodynamic and dynamic tendencies of ice volume
exhibit opposite-signed dipole patterns in their spatial distributions (Figs. 4–7). The 1980–1989 annual-mean net ice volume tendency reveals that these two terms are nearly in balance
everywhere. Overall, thermodynamic volume changes dominate
in the north in fall and winter when ice is produced, and they also
dominate in the southwest in spring when ice melts. Dynamic
changes dominate the ice volume increase near the western ice
edge in fall and winter through ice inﬂux, as well as the ice volume
decrease in the north in spring through ice transport out of the
northern region.
The dynamic balance is largely associated with the wind forcing, while the thermodynamic balance involves several aspects of

the atmospheric and oceanic system. Polynyas occur along the
coast in the north, produced by northerly winds, and cold air temperature promotes ice growth in the northern Bering Sea. The Bering Slope Current brings warm water northwestward towards the
western ice edge where wind-driven ice import occurs, and substantial ice melt occurs there. This competition between the atmospheric winds and ocean currents largely controls the S-shaped
structure of the ice edge.
The thermodynamic and dynamic balances presented in this
paper are broadly consistent with other studies. Bitz et al. (2005)
show a similar spatial distribution of thermodynamic and dynamic
ice volume tendencies in winter. Zhang et al. (2010) show less
east–west asymmetry in thermodynamic volume changes in
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Fig. 15. Schematic of the large-scale Bering Sea winter sea ice balance, summarizing our main results. Cold northeasterly wind (black arrows) drives the strongest ice
growth (lavender) in the northeast. Ice moves (white arrows) southwestward
towards the strongest melting region (rose), which is warmed by the Bering Slope
Current (blue arrows). These patterns drive the basin-wide asymmetry and the Sshaped ice edge. The modeled winter sea ice balance is shown in Fig. 5. (For
interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)

winter, though their north–south distribution of growth and melt
and dynamic ice transport in winter broadly agree with our results.
Zhang et al. (2000) show that the dynamic and thermodynamic
effects of sea ice in the Arctic Ocean are also opposite. Cheng
et al. (2014) show spatial patterns of thermodynamic and dynamic
ice area tendencies in February, which are largely consistent with
our ice volume tendencies in winter.
Our analysis has demonstrated the skill of POP–CICE in representing the observed seasonal cycle of sea ice concentration in
the Bering Sea during 1980–1989. The model allows a clear depiction of the important balances controlling the sea ice variability.
Further work is needed to evaluate the time evolution of the anomalies from the mean seasonal cycle analyzed here, including the
impacts of anomalous winds, surface energy ﬂuxes, ﬂuctuating
currents and mesoscale eddy effects. This is the topic of a followup study (Li et al., 2014).
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